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Abstract

Based on the present knowledge of Brazilian Precambrian
geology, an attempt is made to divide Precambrian rocks into
different regions according to their favourability criteria for
uranium concentrations.

occurrences are related to -these regions,
mic importance. The geochejnical cycle-7

of^rranium /andJ&iSe^bound character of uranium concentr-atlons Are
considered as basic condition^

(Paleozoic and Mesozoic occurrences are also mentioned. They
are mainly associated with large sedimentary basins^

'Brazilian uranium occurrences can be grouped into the
following environments:

(1) Metaconglomerates

(2) Metasomatic rocks (associated with albitization)

(3) Vein type

(4) Sandstone type

(5) Intrusive alkalic rock

Upper Proterozoic folding regions related to mobile

belts and large Precambrian unconformities are good targets for

uranium exploration in Brazil. [QJJP»JT>\



I) INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the earth's crust has an ensialic trend

and uranium, as a lithophile element, follows this trend. It

is progressively enriched during the formation of the

continental crust.

Due to its crystal chemistry uranium follows the

classical magmatic differentiation, being gradually displaced

to its late stages, reflected in the increase of the average

content from ultramafic (0.03 ppmU) to acidic (3.8 ppmU)

rocks. (25).It is well known that uranium does not participate in

or substitutes other atoms in common rock-forming minerals.

Uranium also does not form discrete minerals at conditions

of high pressure and/or temperature, such as deep burial

environments, within or close to intruded magmas. In

other words, these are actually the conditions for uranium

mobilization.

There is little evidence on uranium mobility during

metamorphism, except at the highest grades (21). On the other

hand, uranium mobility at low pressure and temperature,

particularly at surface conditions, is well proven (23, 26)

and confirmed by the large number of secondary uranium

minerais. Old archean complexes display uranium in a

disp'ersed manner, probably because they have been

homogeneized and stabilized already in ancient times.

But even younger migmatized regions show geochemical

dispersion of uranium, a fact which could be explained by

homogeneous conditions of pressure and temperature.

Uranium that has been enriched in archean rocks or even

concentrated as deposits would than be remobilized by two

major agents: thermal fronts produced by convection

currents, heating sources, igneous intrusions etc... and by

deformational forces producing migration of uranium from

compressional zones to zones of tensile stress well

exemplified in mobile belts,

From the previous considerations we may conclude that

uranium mobilizations will occur during each main igneous or



tectonic event and in mobile zones that underwent polycyclic

deformations, which are the ideal sites where chances for

uranium concentrations will be higher. Granitic rocks

represent the initial but low grade uranium concentrations

and can be considered as one original source for later

enrichment.

Younger granites, usually richer in uranium, and

hydrothermal, metasomatic and supergene processes will further

concentrate uranium in suitable sites leading to the

presently known types of uranium deposits. One of the oldest

type of uranium deposits is the quartz-pebble metaconglomerate

formed in non-oxidizing environments of possible detrital

origin. As a result, we can summarize the most favourable

environments for uranium mobilization and consequently

concentrations as follows:

(1) Fluviatile delta-like environment for basal

quartz-pebble conglomerates of Early Proterozoic

age.

(2) Unconformities of Lower and Middle Proterozoic

sequences.

(3) Transitional zones between old platforms and

mobile belts.

(4) Areas affected by late-stage magmas, and residual

fluids (late granites, alkalic-volcanic rocks,

hydrothermal veins).

(5) Zones subjected to transform faults, developing

shearing zones, tensional faults and flexures;

especially when acting over rocks containing large

quantities of graphite and sulphides.

(6) Area« subjected to metasomatism, particularly

sodium metasomatism or low temperature hydrothermal

alteration.

(7) Oxidizing surface environments.

Chronologically speaking, the suitable periods for

uranium concentration are the termination of orogenic cycles



with late and post tectonic magmatic activities, the resulting
strike slip faults and shearing zones and the following
period of quiescence when newly formed enriched rock
units are exposed and weathered. The first sedimentary
units (usually represented by coarse-grained elastics) of
the intracratonic subsiding basins associated with cratonic
uplifting, accumulates uranium that has been taken from the
same source of the elastics.

Following this line of thinking we will try to see when
and where these favourable environments for uranium occurrences
are represented in Brazil.

Last, but not least, weathering and protection (like
burisl and silification) are important factors for preservation
of uranium concentrations, but will not be discussed in the
present paper.



II) GEOTECTONICAL OUTLINE OF BRAZIL AND REGIONS FAVOURABLE

FOR URANIUM CONCENTRATION

The South American Platform was formed by a tecto-orogenic

process which began at 1.000 m.y. and consolidated between

the end of Precambrian and Cambrian-Ordovician times.

According to ALMEIDA (5) , the South American Platform

can be divided into two distinct regions: the Amazon

Craton with older tectonic evolution and the Atlantic shield

where the regeneration and influence of Brazilian Orogenic

Cycle was more widespread (Fig. 1).

The Amazon Craton (4) , which includes the Guyana Shield

and the Central-Brazil Shield (Guaporé Craton ( 2 ) is an

extensive region that has been consolidated since the end

of the "Trans-Amazonian Cycle" (2.100 m.y. to 1.800 m.y.),

and subsequently evolved as a cratonic area (Fig. 1).

Little is still known of the Amazonic Region, despite

the effort of many governmental projects (RADAM Project) and

prospecting work trying to overcome the dense equatorial

forest, the quaternary cover and deep weathering. Thus,

we will not deal with this vast region of Brazil in this

paper.

Nevertheless, the geological potential of such an area

(more than 5 millions square km) is obviously great.

The Atlantic shield, which includes the geographical

regions of Northeast, Central and South-Eastern Brazil is

geotectonically characterized by widespread reworking

during Upper Proterozoic. In the South American Platform

three regions can be distinguished by their distinct

tectonic pattern and uranium occurrences: A) the Central

Brazilian region between the Guaporê and São Francisco cratons,

B) the northeastern region and C) the São Francisco craton

together with its surrounding fold belts.(Figs. 1 and 2).

A) Central Brazilian Region

The present geotectonical pattern of the Central

Brazilian region can be mainly attributed to the Brazilian

Cycle (1.000 to 500 m.y,) (3). It has been traced over a



large area of geosynclinal evolution, comprising the Paraguai-

Araguaia belt and the Brasilia belt which has a bilateral

tectonic symmetry consisting of two geosynclinal pairs

with "centrifugal polarity". Between these two belts,

acting as a foreland for the above mentioned folding zones

we have older rocks that have also been reworked by the

Brazilian orogeny - the so-called "Goiás Central Massif".

The Central Massif of Goiás was part of the Amazon

Craton. During the Brazilian Cycle, it became an axial

zone of the two belts (1).

The Brasilia belt developed in miogeosynclinal

environment with deposition of detritic sediments (Araxá

and Arai Groups). The geological relationship between rock

units of the Brasilia belt and the granitic, gneissic and

migmatized rocks of the Goiano Basal Complex are rather complex,

This zone has been deeply eroded and thick sequences

would probably be completely destroyed. It shows intense

shearing tectonism reflected by several cataclastic rocks,

including mylonites and phyllonites.

One important feature is the evidence of a large

erosional gap between Archean and Lower Prpterozoic rocks of

the Basal Complex and the Middle Proterozoic metasediments of

Aral Group.

As far as uranium is concerned, the unconformity between

the Middle Proterozoic and older units, particularly between

the Arai Group and the migmatic complex, is important because

the majority of uranium occurrences presently been worked

by NUCLAM and described later in this work are located in

this migmatitic complex close to the contact with the Arai

quartzites. The major part of the K/Ar age determinations

(20), particularly in the schists of the Araxá Group, gives

ages between 650 and 450 m.y., indicating an isotopic

rejuvenation caused by events of the Brazilian Cycle.

B) Northeastern Region

The northeastern region is limited by the Parnaiba basin

(west) and the São Francisco Craton (south).



It is formed by several fold belts separated by median

massifs (structural highs)(3B) which represent prs-Brazilian

basements (Fig. ?•) •

The median massifs (5) are formed by gneisses,

migmatites and granitoid rocks which have undergone a

polycyclic evolution. According to age dating, these massifs

are Trans-Amazonian or older.

The fold belts exhibit linear shapes reflecting

influence of transform faults.

The entire folding region represents fragmentation due to

ancient deep geoclases, reactivated during the Brazilian

Cycle with a strong transcurrent component.

The fold belts are interpreted as geosynclinal

metasediments which are divided into a lower psammitic sequence

(Caicõ Group) and an upper pelitic sequence with associated

limestones (Seridõ Group).

The main orogenetic events in the area are the

Trans-Amazonian Cycle (2.100-1.800 m.y.) and the Brazilian

Cycle (900-500 m.y.) (Fig. 3).

Migmatization is dominant through the Seridõ

geographical region and remelting of rocks led to the intrusion

of different kinds of granitic, syenitic and pegmatitic rocks.

ALMEIDA (6,7) describes synorogenic granodiorites, tonalites

and alkali-granites with ages of 520 to 6S0 m.y.

Younger alkali granites, syenites and also pegmatites

are dated between 450 to 540 m.y.

At the end of the Brazilian Orogenic Cycle hydro thermal

and metasomatic process occurred all over the northeast, and

we shall see later how these magmatic events can be

associated with known uranium occurrences.

Metasediments deposited during the Brazilian Cycle show

a folding pattern associated with the reworked pre-Brazilian

basement.

Structures of Transamazonian age and even older, reworked

by the Brazilian Cycle are frequent.



C) São Francisco Craton

The São Francisco craton was the foreland of the fold

belts of the Brazilian Cycle on its borders (5) .

At the southern part of the craton (Quadrilátero

Ferrífero) the archean complex is covered by metasediments

and itabirites of the Rio das Velhas and Minas Series. In

the latter occur the uranium-bearing metaconglomerates.

One important feature is the Espinhaço belt that runs

north-south at the center of the São Francisco Craton, from

Minas Gerais to the borders of the Parnaiba basin.

At the northern area of the craton (Bahia State)

metasediments of the Espinhaço Belt (quartzites, phyllites)

are related to the Chapada Diamantina Group from which they

are separated by a belt that has been intensely faulted

during the Espinhaço cycle and partially rejuvenated in the

Brazilian cycle (500-600 m.y.).

The National Department of Mineral Production (37),

responsible for the basic geological mapping in Brazil,

adopted the following chronostratigraphic division for the

Precambrian:

- Precambrian A - 570 - 1.100 m.y.

• - Precambrian B - 1.100 - 1.700 m.y.

- Precambrian C - 1.700 - 2.200 m.y.

- Precambrian D - > 2.200 m.y.

The four divisions above mentioned are mapped on the Salvador

Sheet (part of Bahia State) (34). They are mainly based on

previous work (9,12,28,33 and 35) whose.Schematic stratigraphy

shown in Fig. 4.

In recent work,(24)it was established a stratigraphic

column for the whole state of Bahia, based on geotectonical-

geochronological predominances, which are distinguished

because they present a geotectonical standard and a

geochronological coherence, able to define a distinct

province in the Upper Proterozoic. This column is

presented in Fig. 5.



From the interpretation of the geochronological data

of Bahia State, whose results serve as a base to the

stratigraphy, the following Orogenic Cycles were defined:

- Pre-Jequiê Cycles - (> 3.0 b.y.)

- Jequiê Cycle - (2.6 t 0.2 b.y.)

- Transamazonian Cycle - (2.0-1.8 b.y.)

- Espinhaço Cycle - (1.8-1.2 b.y..)

- Brazilian Cycle - (1.0 b.y. - 650-470 m.y.)

In the Bahia State, we can define old complexes (like

Jequiê Complex) (11) with ages of 2.5 to 2.7 b.y. formed by

granulites and migmatites which are predominantly thorium

provinces.

The borders of the basement for Espinhaço and Diamantina

Groups (Espinhaço cycle) were reworked during Upper

Proterozoic with hydrothermal alterations and constitute

zones with anomalous distribution of uranium and several

uranium occurrences.

Folding patterns of .the Brasiliano belts close to the

borders of the cratons or massifs differ from those away from

them, and this should be taken into consideration when

selecting possible targets for uranium.

Radiometric age determinations show that all folding

systems considered as of "Brasiliano cycle" had a synchronous

tectono-magmatic evolution.

Migmatization, metamorphism and also magmatism

(syntectonic granites) exhibit ages between 650 to 700 m.y.

Late-tectonic granites with ages between 500 and 600 m.y.

are considered as important uranium source rocks, particularly

in northeastern Brazil.

Geochronological interpretation (10)suggests that in some

areas the Brazilian Cycle is expressed only as a «agmatic /

or thermal event.



Finally, the Brazilian Cycle can be characterized by

its fault systems, with special emphasis on large transcurrent

faults which give rise to broad mylonite bands responsible

for high radiometric anomalous zones predominantly due to

Thorium concentrations.

If we consider all age dating done so far in Brazil,

regardless of the method, we will realize that about half of

them fall into a time interval of 450 to 700 m.y. , which

corresponds to the Brazilian Cycle.

We cannot overemphasize the fact that the Brazilian

orogenic Cycle is the most important one in shaping the

present geological framework of the Precambrian in eastern

Brazil. It is also worth remembering that most of these

mobile belts developed from a continental (ensialic) crust.

If we assume that uranium is remobilized during tectono-

thermal events we should look for those areas within the

Brazilian mobile belts which are close to large cratons,

on their borders or around smaller reworked massifs as for

instance the structural highs in northeast Brazil.

I should admit that even if one selects the above

mentioned areas, we still are faced with a large area for U

exploration. But most of known Precambrian uranium occurrences

and deposits in Brazil, lie in this remobilized zone.

It should be also mentioned that after the Brazilian •

Cycle the Brazilian Platform can be considered more or less

stable until Cretaceous times, when the reactivation of old

geoclases produced basalt flows and alkaline intrusions,

also containing U deposits (like Poços de Caldas).



II

III) URANIUM OCCURRENCES IN PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS

(1) Metaconglomerates

There are two typical occurrences of quartz-pebble

conglomerates in Brazil, both bearing uranium and gold.

1.1) Jacobina, Bahia

The metamorphic complex of Jacobina derives its name

from the Serra de Jacobina, in the northeast of the State of

Bahia. It has a general N-S direction with 200 km extension

and 6 to 12 km wide.

The Jacobina Group consists of a sequence of

metasediments and vulcano-clastic rocks that have been divided

into five Formations (13, 17).

At the base of the sequence lies the Serra do Córrego

Formation, which consists mainly of quartzites and

metaconglomerates. The upper contact with the Rio d'Ouro

Formation is transitional.

The Jacobina Group is considered to be of Lower

Proterozoic age (24) and the mineralized rocks are almost

unmetamorphosed quartzites and quartz-pebble conglomerates

with cross-bedding and ripple-marks, and deposited over

an irregular paleotopography of Archean basement.

The Serra do Córrego Formation has been deposited in a

fluviatile environment with paleochannels of east-west

direction. Only proximal facies has been preserved. The

distal facies may have been removed by erosion, which may

be an explanation for the low uranium content (100 ppm

average) which is considered as non-economical.

Conglomerates are formed by vein quartz and quartzitic,

well rounded pebbles with a green matrix of minor sericite,

chlorite, fuchsite, magnetite, pyrite (higher content in

mineralized zones) and also gold and uraninite.

Starting with a basal conglomerate a stratigraphic

sequence of 300m contains several conglomeratic beds or lenses
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(30 at least) that can be grouped into gradational

sedimentation cycles (conglomerate to quartzite).

The area has been drilled for gold and is in

advanced stage of evaluation.

1.2) Quadrilátero Ferrífero, Minas Gerais

Serra das Gaivotas and Gandarela Prospects

Geological Setting

A thick sequence of Precambrian metasedimentary rocks

known as Quadrilátero Ferrífero is situated in south-west of

Minas Gerais State, lying at the southern part of the

São Francisco Craton.

The stratigraphy and structure of the Quadrilátero

Ferrífero have been systematically surveyed for iron deposits

(14) . . Precambrian stratigraphy has been divided into three

Series: Rio das Velhas, Minas and Itacolomi.

The Moeda Formation occurs at the base of Minas Series

(Caraça Group). It unconformably overlies metasediments

of the archean Nova Lima Formation and is conformably overlain

by phyllites of the Batatal Formation. The upper Itabira

Group contains iron formations which constitute Brazilian

important iron ore deposits. The Moeda Formation is composed

by conglomerates and quartzites.

Metaconglomerates at the base of Moeda Formation are

the host rocks for uranium mineralization.

The Moeda Formation is structurally distributed around

an older uplift (Rio das Velhas) through a series of synclines

which includes the Moeda and Gandarela synclines.

The Moeda syncline, where the Serra das Gaivotas prospect

is located runs in a north-south direction with the eastern

limb overturned. The area has been intensely deformed and

disturbed by thrust and tear faults.

The Gandarela syncline localized in the central part of

the Quadrilátero is also cut by an east-west thrust fault.



Uranium Mineralization

Oligomitic uranium bearing quartz pebble conglomerates

of the Moeda Formation are the mineralized rocks.

The conglomerate is compositionally mature (almost only

quartz pebble, rare quartzites) but poorly to moderately

sorted, with a greenish quartz-sericite-pyrite matrix.

The Moeda Formation has been deposited in fluviatile

proximal environment. Pyrite is abundant within the matrix

in well defined areas. At least three types of pyrite were

determined: (1) coarse-grained, rounded, associated with

gold and uranium, considered as of de.tritai origin, (2) a fine-

grained pyrite, dispersed in matrix directly related to

uranium concentration and (3) idiomorphic, recrystallized

pyrite. As minor accessory minerals occur monazite,

zircon, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and rutile. Uranium

minerals are mainly uraninite; however, coffinite, pitchblende

and thucholite in thin layers of carbonaceous material were

also identified.

Statistical analysis of measurements of cross-bedding

orientation and pebble fabric distribution led to a

reconstruction of the Moeda paleogeography.

The pre-Moeda erosion surface exhibits local depressions

(over 100 meters) which coincide with large stream channels

close to the entry points.

At least two source areas contributed to form the Moeda

syncline represented by two major streams. One flowed

westerly and another one flowed from north to south spreading

a broad fan of gravel in the northwest part of the Moeda

syncline.

The areas presently worked are located in the zone of

braided streams. It should be mentioned that the structural

complexity of the Quadrilátero (with overthrusts and large

faults), makes geological interpretation very difficult.

Conglomerate beds, sometimes, deeps steeply and are displaced

by faults some tenths of meters.
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(2) Metasomatic Rocks

Included in this group are those uranium occurrences

related to some sort of metasomatic process, like

episyenitization or albitization.

The majority of known occurrences are of the episyenitic

type. One promising prospect (Lagoa Real) is only

associated with albitites.

2.1) Episyenitic Type

This type is represented by the ore deposits of Itataia

(Ceara) and Espinharas (Paraíba) and by many similar uranium

prospects in the Precambrian throughout northeastern

Brazil (Fig. 2), which makes the entire northeastern

Brazil a highly prospective region for this type of deposit.

Although these occurrences are distinct from each other

they have common features.

All occurrences are related to a peculiar type of rock:

pinkish to reddish, vacuolar, without primary quartz and

with development of sodic plagioclase; features similar to the

episyenite of the Massive Central (27, 29).

Another common aspect is the anomalous content of

phosphate appearing as apatite and microcrystalline phosphate

(collophane). All occurrences are linked to fault zones,

more specifically to tensile zones in Brazilian folding

affected during the Brazilian Cycle.

The observed relationship between mineralized and host

rocks shows that we are dealing with a metasomatic

alteration process which affects different lithologies,

especially those whose texture allows greater percolation of

fluids or whose original mineralogical composition facilitates

replacement.

All occurrences have close spatial connection with post-

textonic alkali granites.
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The association of these anomalies with the Brazilian

fold belts and its position related to large faults and to

alkali granites constitutes an excellent guide for the

prospection of new occurrences.

On the other hand, some mineralogical parameters present

variations from one occurrence to the other.

Phosphate and thorium contents vary.

Up to now, the presence of collophanite in large

proportions was only observed in Itataia (Ceara) and the

presence of visible uranium minerals (pitchblende and

coffinite) was only noted in Espinharas.

As examples, we are going to describe the geological

conditions of the Itataia and Espinharas deposits. A summary

of all other occurrences will also be given.

2.1 1) Itataia Deposit, Ceara

Regional Setting

As explained before, the tectonical framework of

northeastern Brazil can be. divided into "Tectonical highs"

("massifs") which represent basement nucleii at the

Brazilian, and fold belts which have been developed during

the Brasiliano Cycle (Fig. 2).

In the State of Ceara two large massifs, Santa Quitéria

and Taui are separated from the Jaguaribean Fold Belt by two

transcurrent faults - the Groalras fault (West) and Itatira

fault (East) (Fig. 6 ).

The Jaguaribean Fold belt is formed by metasediments now

in amphibolite facies (paragneiss, marbles and calc-silicate

rocks) which have been highly folded and faulted by

differential movements against the stable blocks

characterizing a central mobile zone (30).

The Itataia deposit is situated in the Jaguaribean

Fold Belt. An important event took place by the end of the

Braziliano Cycle (510-460 m.y.): the emplacement of
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post-orogenic alkali-granites related to regional

compressional release faults.

The principal country rocks are biotite-garnet-

silliminite-gneiss with intercalated lenses of marble and

calc-silicate rocks.

Country rocks are cut by granites and pegmatites.

Mineralization

The mineralization, as fluids rich in phosphate and

uranium, has impregnated pores and cavities of permeable sites,

originated by local deformation of the country rock.

Collophane also partially replaces feldspar in gneisses

and "episyenitic" rocks.

Feldspathic "episyenitic" rocks consist almost entirely

of albite, with minor chlorite and apatite. They are

characteristically pinkish and its texture varies from

medium hypidiomorphic to pegmatoid. It exhibits a

peculiar vacuolar appearance due to leaching of the original

quartz.

Depending on the nature of the original rock and the

intensity of alteration by mineralized solutions the

following mineralized rocks can be distinguished (8):

1) Massive collophanite - (90% collophane and minor

amounts of calcite, ankerite iron oxides and

graphite).

2) Mineralized marbles, "episyenitic" rocks and gneiss.

Type (2) consists of a network of veinlets in a stockwork

structure in marbles and "episyenitic" rocks as well as

impregnations in gneiss. The degree of impregnation

depends on the permeability of rocks (deformed and fractured

zones).(Fig. 7).

Replacement of feldspar in "episyenites", gneiss and

calcite in marbles by phosphatic material also occurs.
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In fact all rocks are cross-cut or impregnated by

uraniferous collophane to varying degrees fro» small dots

and films up to some meters of massive collophanite.

Biotite-garnet-sillimanite gneiss, marble and some

granites belonging to the Ceará Group (equivalent to the

Caicõ Group of Seridõ region) are the main host rocks within

the mineralized area.

This"collophanization" seems to be a late event that

follows the metasomatic process which produced "episyenitic"

rocks. Uranium occurs disseminated in the collophanitic

material and no discrete uranium mineral has been detected in

spite of careful research by XRD, fission-track method and

microprobe (31).

There is no straightforward chemical relationship

between P20r-content and U30g contents at any scale, although,

in general, high content in phosphate implies also high

contents in uranium.

Both aspects can be ext .-ined by the fact that uranium was

adsorbed in a colloidal phase during precipitation of

phosphate at low pressure and temperature, low partial

pressure of C0o, oxidizing, environment at pH above normal(pH?"7).

Clearly the marble is responsible for the Itataia deposit

because only the interaction of acid phosphatic fluids with

carbonate rocks could produce the large quantities of

cpllophanite, which do not occur in other "episyenitic"

occurrences.

The mineralization is always associated with phosphate,

apatite or collophane.

Well crystallized apatite fills cavities and small

fractures in"episyenite',' calc-silicate rocks and gneiss. Poorly

crystallized collophane shows typical botryoidal textures

and fills interstitial spaces, fractures, brecciated zones

and also large cavities in the marble.

Uranium mineralization (and also phosphate) is restricted

to a fine-grained, pink to reddish collophanite.

Collophanite occurs mostly filling fractures and cavities

but also as replacement (disseminated collophanite) .
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Sequence of events can be summarized as follows:

1) Intrusion of granites by the end of the Brazilian

orogenic cycle (600 to 400 m.y.).

2) These granites and surrounding gneisses are

subjected to metasomatic alterations like

desilicification, chloritization and albitization

(episyenitization).

After this first concentration the area has been

tectonically affected, including "episyenites1.1

3) A second phase of precipitation of uranium and

phosphate, probably through remobilization and

enrichment of previous uranium took place at low

temperatures and near to the surface at the time

"(collophanization)"

This deposition was mainly of microcrystalline or

amorphous collophane containing uranium, filling

every available space in fractures and cavities.

This type of ore has a clear colloform nature

showing botryoidal texture.

2.1.2) Espinharas Deposit, Paraíba

Regional Setting

The rocks with which the mineralization is associated

belong to the Caico Group, overlain by the Serido Group, both

of them most likely separated by an angular unconformity.

This geosynclinal sequence developed extensively in the

States of Ceara, Rio Grande do Norte, Paraíba and

Pernambuco.

The Espinharas prospect is located in a Precambrian belt

with N60E direction in the Lower Proterozoic Caicõ Group

comprising a mixed clastic-volcanic succession represented

by banded or laminated biotite-amphibole gneisses, mica

schists, amphibolites, quartzites and limestones.

Various alkali-granites bodies and related rocks of syn,
late and post-orogenic types are described as being associated
with Brazilian orogeny (6).
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Espinharas is just 15 km north of a major transcurrent

fault (Patos lineament) which extends for more than 300 km

in W-E direction well marked by a mylonitic and cataclastic

zone that can be as wide as 20 to 30 km.

Precambrian rocks (original direction NE-SW) have been

deformed and dragged to E-W direction through secondary

faults along the Patos lineament.

Secondary fractures develop gradually into flexures,

away from the main structure.

The Espinharas deposit seems to be related locally to

one of these isoclinal folds.

Local Lithology (22)

Biotite-Amphibole Gneiss

This is a greenish-grey to bluish-grey rock carrying

plagioclase, biotite, amphibole, chlorite and quartz as

major mineral constituents and epidote, titanite, carbonate

and opaque minerals as minor minerals. It has been described

as "Mylonite gneiss" - coarse variety (18), frequently

strongly recrystallized, with a typical gneissic foliation,

flow texture and plagioclase porphyroclasts.

The fine-grained type ("Schistose gneiss") frequently

intercalated with the coarse-grained variety, is laminated,

dark greenish grey, and mafics predominate (biotite and

amphibole). The lamination is caused by thin layers of

quartz-feldspathic material. Quartz, always less abundant

than in the coarse variety, may not be present at all and

in that case gives rise to amphibole-biotite schist.

The Biotite-Amphibole Gneiss is by far the predominant

country Tock in the mineralized area.

Granitic Rocks

Grouped together under this heading are the alkali

granites and pegmatites.
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Alkali Granites

They are the most common of the acid igneous rocks in

the area. They occur as dykes and also as concordant,

tabular bodies within the gneisses. The width of these

bodies ranges from a few centimeters to tens of meters.

The alkali granite is a light-coloured rock ranging

from aplitic to pegmatitic with microcline being the major

mineral and varying amounts of quartz.

The variety mapped as Granite-Gneiss is always

concordant, displaying a gneissosity.

Pegmatites and Quartz Veins

Pegmatite veins, though scattered throughout the area,

are, by volume, only a minor rock type. They are made up of

potassic feldspar and quartz, with red garnets and some

biotite and/or muscovite.

Basic and Ultrábasic Rocks

A variety of rock of basic and ultrabasic composition

has been mapped in small outcrops but was extensively

intersected in drill holes.

Mineralized Rocks

Included under this heading are those rocks with

distinctly anomalous uranium content.

Mineralized rocks are the result of a metasomatic

process which affected different rock types. Depending on

the nature of the original rock and also the degree of

metasomatic alteration two main "mineralized rocks" can

be distinguished:

a) Massive "episyenite" - Original rock: granitic rocks,

strongly to weakly"episyenitized'.'

b) Mineralized gneiss - Original rock: gneisses and schists;

strongly to feebly "episyenitized1.
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Common to all mineralized rocks is thus a replacement
process whose most conspicuous feature is leaching of quartz
and sodium metasomatism resulting in albitization,
chloritization and hematitization.

Contacts between the various altered rocks, and their
unaltered equivalents are sharp to gradational.

a) Massive "Episyenite"

Only a small portion of all the altered rocks in the

area are truly massive, probably reflecting the original

proportion of granitic rocks in the gneisses. They display a

strong pinkish to reddish colour owing to the hematitization.

Primary quartz is rare, but secondary quartz occurs on

fractures, on grain boundaries and in small cavities.

Plagioclase (albite, oligoclase, andesine) forms up to 90%

of this rock, followed by some biotite partly altered to

chlorite and small amounts of calcite (up to 7%, average

3-4%). Apatite is a minor but very common constituent (up

to 8%, average 3%) .

b) Mineralized Gneiss

The mineralized gneiss is the dominant mineralized rock

at Espinharas. The foliation in these rocks is a relict

structure inherited from the gneisses and preserved during

the replacement process. The mineralogical composition

is a function of the degree of alteration.

Depending on the degree of "episyenitization" the rock

could either be an almost unaltered biotite-amphibole gneiss

or a highly mineralized gneiss.

Like the massive "episyenite", the mineralized gneiss

shows the typical pinkish-reddish colour. Small amounts of

quartz are usually present, due to the replacement process. A

characteristic feature is the replacement of hornblende by

sodium-rich amphiboles (riebeckite and arfvedsonite).



Mineralization

Uranium mineralization is a result of the alteration

process ("episyenitization") that affected the "granitic"

(mainly feldspar) phase of different rocks.

This process is characterized by leaching of primary

quartz, replacement of original K feldspar by alkalic feldspar

(mainly albite), i.e. albitization, hematitization that

gives the reddish colour to the mineralized rocks or the

mineralized bands in gneiss arid chloritization.

Mineralized fluids usually altered rocks along foliation but

also along fractures and fissures.

There is a continuous gradation from weakly mineralized

gneiss to strongly mineralized gneiss.

Brecciated "hydrothermal" veins cutting the episyenitic

rocks shows high content in U^Og (up to 4%) and small

spherulites of pitchblende are presented in a carbonatic-

argillic cement associated with pyrite.

In Espinharas collophanization is an incipient process.

Collophanite was only recognized in minor amounts as apatite

alteration.

2.1.-3) Other Episyenitic Occurrences (42) (Fig* 2)

Anomaly FB-21

The anomalous radiation is associated with a zone of

metasomatic alteration along a regional fault cutting a

porphyritic biotite-granite which is the host rock of

mineralization.

Uranium mineralization is associated with phosphate.

Anomaly CB-254

The anomalous radiation is confined to metasomatically

altered granites. Two types of mineralized granites are

present. The principal type is a coarse-grained povphyritic
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type and the other is a fine-grained aplitic variety. The

porphyritic granite is regional in extent and the aplitic

type occurs as dykes cutting through it.

Anomaly CB-1/Pocinhos

A late orogenic porphyritic alkali granite, intruding

along the contact of the Caicõ gneisses with the Seridó

schists, is the main rock type of the area. Both anomalies

are located on the northern margin of the granite, where it

is in contact with the Seridõ schists. The general direction

of the zone .of- the anomalous radiation is E-W parallel to the

Patos lineament.

The uranium mineralization is associated with

metasomatic alteration of granite, gneisses and some schists.

The alteration seems to have taken place along E-W running

faults. The altered zone is brick red to brown in colour

and rich in alkalic feldspar. The altered rock is vacuolar

with cavities which are often lined with secondary

crystalline quartz or chalcedony. Some secondary uranium

minerals are also noted. The degree of alteration is an

index for mineralization, because richer uranium values are

often associated with intense metasomatic alteration. High

uranium values are also related to phosphate.

Anomaly CB-62

The regional lithology consists of biotite-

amphibole-gneiss and migmatites with minor intercalations

of amphibolites. The entire sequence belongs to the Caico

group. Numerous granite and pegmatite bodies concordant to

the gneissic foliation have been found, which are considered

to be lace orogenic alkali-granites.

The uranium mineralization is associated with two distinct

types of rocks. The main one is a pink to red"episyenitic"

rock and the other one an"episyenitized" biotite-amphibole-

gneiss.
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The rock varies in grain size from fine-grained to

coarse pegmatitic and appears often vugy or pitted on

polished surface. Both types have been altered

metasomatically with replacement of original feldspar by

sodic feldspar.

Anomaly CB-208 (pilões)

The regional geology consists of biotite gneisses

belonging to the Caicó Group. The gneisses have been

intruded by a late orogenic alkali granite.

The anomalous zone seems to be connected to a strike

fault running approximately E-W, adjacent to a major

regional fault.

2.2) Albitite Type

2.2.1) Lagoa Real, Bahia

Regional Geology

Lagoa Real is situated in the south of Bahia State in

archean rocks comprising migmatitic rocks (granulites,

granitoids), metasediments (mainly gneiss), and plutonites

which have been affected by several tectonic cycles

(Transamazonian, Espinhaço, Brazilian).

Archean basement presents complex structures, which were

later reworked, especially in weaker zones, and is considered

as "proto-cratons" or blocks (like Paramirim and Gavião blocks).

These archean bloks are surrounded by relict strips of

"greenstone be1ts" represented by a sequence of volcanics

and metasediments, with ultrabasics (serpentinites, peridotites,

amphibolites, pyroxenites).

During the Espinhaço sedimentation cycle (1.8 to

1.2 m.y.) the present Paramirim area was a basement high

shedding sediments into two geosynclinal zones that developed

to the west (Espinhaço Supergroup and Santo Onofre Group)

and to the east (Chapada Diamantina Group).
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These marginal zones are formed by thick sequences of

Middle to Upper Proterozoic clastic sediments (conglomerates,

quartzites, siltstones ...) with acid to intermediate

volcanism (acid lavas, tuffs, agglomerate rhyolites). This

volcanism marks the end of the Espinhaço cycle which was

followed by a long period of quiescence and uplift

registered by erosion and followed by deposition of the

chemical sediments of Bambui Group (Upper Proterozoic).

It seems that tectonics at the margin of the

Espinhaço basement produce the suitable framework for

the formation of the Lagoa Real deposit. .

Local Geology (15)

The mineralized areas occur in a gneissic zone

distinguished from the regional migmatitic (metatexites and

diatexites units) rocks and felsic plutonites.

The country rock is a medium to coarse grained

microcline gneiss with biotite and muscovite.

Potassium metasomatism is a rather pervasive event

within the gneissic area. It was followed by sodium

metasomatism restricted to" well defined fault structures which

act as pathways for both albitization and uranium

concentration during reactivation of fault zones.

Mineralization

Mineralization is confined to albite-pyroxene gneiss

(albitites), which appears at the surface as linear

structures conditioned by release faults. These albitite

bodies are conformable with the host rocks having the same

foliation.

In some areas albitization was so intense that original

foliation is poorly preserved.

It should be mentioned that not all albite-gneiss

are mineralized. Field outcrops of mineralized and barren

albite-gneiss cannot be distinguished from each other, only

by their different radiometric values.



The uranium mineral is uraninite (detected by X-Ray

diffraction and easily seen in thin section). It occurs

mainly associated with Fe-Mg minerals (pyroxene, epidote,

magnetite and haematite).

Mineralized zones exhibit sharp and gradational

contacts with the enclosing microcline gneiss.

Albitite structures have a general direction of NW-SE

to NNW-SSE in the northern area, and NE-SW in the south,

indicating some sort of wide open structural arch. Ore

zones dip 40 to 45° (Fig. 10).

Most of the uraninite was formed at 820 m.y. (U/Pb age

determination) and their paragenesis with the rock forming

minerals suggests the same age for the albitites which

coincides with post-tectonical volcanism at the end of

Espinhaço cycle.

Recently NUCLAM found in northern Goiás an uranium

occurrence related to plagioclase rich rock with magnetite

which also seems to be originated by sodium metasomatism.

(3) Vein Type

3.1) Campos Belos/Rio Preto, Goiãs

So faT, the only Tegion in Brazil where an unconformity

type model of uranium mineralization can be suggested is the

central brazilian state of Goiás (39) .

The so-called migmatitic basement complex in Goiãs is

older than the Trans-Amazonianorogenic cycle (1.8 to 2.1 b.y.),

considered as Archean or Early-Proterozoic

A Middle Proterozoic sequence (not older than 1.400 m.y.

(20), Araxá and Arai Groups, lies unconformably over the

Archean basement. The Arai consists mainly of quartzites

(Arraias Formation) and subordinate metasedimentary breccia

and vulcanoclastic rocks. Field observations suggest that

the old-paleosurface of the basement prior to Arai

sedimentation has been exposed during a considerable length
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of time and can be equivalent to the Archean/Middle

Proterozoic unconformity in Canadian Shield (Saskatchewan)

and Australian Shield (Darwin Province) which are related

to uranium deposits. ~~

From interpretation of a gammaspectrometric air-borne

survey, selected anomalies plotted on the map show two

major clusters near Campos Belos and Rio Preto.

The majority of these uranium anomalies are found at

the periphery of the Arai Group. In other words, anomalies

are not so far away from the escarpment of Arraias Formation.

From detailed field work, some common features of

uranium mineralization can be generalized:

1) Uranium mineralizations, occur in highly fractured

and sheared zones associated wit!i faults.

2) Utanium concentrations are related to graphitic

"schist" or graphitic metapelite.

Both areas lie on Archean basement that again has been

affected by the Brazilian Cycle and close to a large N-S

trending Brasilian Fold Belt (See Fig. 1 ).

Although an unconformable contact has been mapped

between the Archean and the Middle Proterozoic Arai Group, in

the mineralized areas, most of the contacts are fault

contacts. Along the escarpments of Arai quartzites several

types of cataclastic rocks have been mapped.

From descriptions of both country rocks and mineralized

rocks different kinds of schistose rocks were recognized.

Graphitic micaschists (muscovite, biotite, graphite) sericite

and sericite-chlorite schists, garnet-micaschists, graphite

schists, tremolite schists, kyanite schists, turmaline

schists (Turmaline can reach 20%) and some andalusite schists.

This suit of rocks comprises a large spectrum of genetic

conditions varying from low PT greenschist facies to

amphibolite facies and the presence of andalusite suggests

contact metamorphism.

One aspect is common to all thin section descriptions. All

rocks show evidence of shearing or tectonic stress like
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brecciation of flow textures and some of them, like the gneiss

intercalated within the micaschists are clearly cataclastic

rocks.

It all looks as if different kinds of original rocks

had undergone shearing, developing cataclastic rocks and

creating suitable porous sites for uranium accumulation.

The best anomalies are associated with graphite-schists.

Although in most cases only secondary mineralization

(torbenite, autunite) has been found, uraninite was found

in Rio Preto at depths of 60 meters.

Though the outcrop situation is good, present day

weathering masks the anomalous zones making it difficult to

identify any ancient alteration.

As the prospection work is at initial stage, only

little drilling was made and, for this reason, any suggestion

of genetic model is somehow premature. Nevertheless, results

are promising and further work will certainly be done.



IV) URANIUM OCCURRENCES IN PHANEROZOIC

(4) Sandstone Type

4.1) Devonian

4.1.1) Jatobá Basin, Pernambuco ( 43)

The Jatobá Basin can be considered as an extension of

Tucano Basin from which is separated by the structural high

of São Francisco. Equivalent sedimentation, environment

and consequent lithologies do occur in both basins.

Paleozoic sediments in Jatobá are represented, at surface,

by two Devonian Formations: Manari (Tacaratu) Formation and

Inajã Formation.

The Manari Formation consists of coarse sandstones and

conglomerates lying unconformably over precambrian basement.

It is formed by detrital material quickly transported into

the site of sedimentation after deep weathering in a

near granite-gneiss source.

The Inajã Formation .consists of a cyclic sedimentation

of pelitic material (shales, siltstones and fine-grained

sandstones) and psammitic material (coarse-grained sandstones

and conglomerate lenses).

It has been deposited in a paralic environment with

cyclic alternation of transgression and regressions of the

Devonian sea.

Uranium occurs associated with a phosphatic-ferruginous

matrix of coarse-grained sandstones and conglomerates of

irregular paleochannels formed during sea regression.

UraLiium is always associated with the fine-grained

matrix which consists of a phosphatic-ferruginous aggregate

with collophane and microcrystalline apatite. Although uranium

is usually disseminated in chis matrix, it occurs sometimes

as secondary autunite.

Mineralized zones are restricted to ferruginous

sandstone lenses and conglomeratic paleochannels.
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As the mineralized zones are rather small (10m x 2m),

very irregular and with low UjjOg grades, the entire area was

considered as non-economical after some exploratory drilling.

4.1.2) Amorinópolis, Goiás

General Geology

Devonian sediments of Parana Basin.are the first

sedimentary units overlain by the Precambrian basement

(migmatites, gneiss and schists).

They are represented by the Furnas Formation which

consists mainly of coarse-grained elastics (coarse-grained

sandstones, conglomerates) and subordinate pelites, and by

Ponta Grossa Formation (shales, siltstones and sandstones).

Devonian sediments are overlain by red sandstones of

Aquidauana Formation.

Uraniferous zones (19) are mainly found in an arkosic

sandstone at the base of Ponta Grossa Formation.

The arkosic sandstone shows a grayish colour with

pyrite and carbonaceous material in reducing zones. It occurs

in small lenses of clay and also clay-galls.

This arkosic sandstone is trapped between sequences

of shales and siltstones.

Mineralization

Mineralization is related to oxidation-reduction fronts

very similar to the "roll-front" type of deposits.

Uranium minerals are represented by uraninite and

coffinite closely associated just ahead of the redox front.

Secondary uranium minerals are autunite and sabugalite.

There is a clear lithostratigraphic control of

mineralization which is characterized by the arkosic

sandstones intercalated in shales. Another guide is the

oxidation front resulting from water flow which can be
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distinguished in sequence by the degree of alteration

(goethite and hematite), the interface with accumulation of

uranium and finally the non-oxidized zone, which is typical

for roll-type deposits. Some features of the Amorinõpolis

deposit must be pointed out: recent weathering in some

areas has remobilized uranium when mineralized arkosic

sandstone outcrops or is close to the surface.

The first anomalies detected in the area

(gammaspectrometric air-borne survey) turned out to be

ferruginous laterites, which were well known in Brazil as

a normal adsorber of surface water uranium, having higher

background.

But underneath the lateritic crust coarse sandstone

with concentrations of secondary uranium minerals was found.

4.2) Permo-Carboniferous

4.2.1) Figueira

Figueira deposit is situated at the borders of Parana

Basin, on Paleozoic sediments that have been affected by

the structural arch of Ponta Grossa which developed at the

beginning of carboniferous and probably had stabilized at

Cretaceous time. Uranium mineralization occurs in the basal

member of Rio Bonito Formation and is associated to

carbonaceous material formed in reducing environment, like

carbonaceous sandstones, claystones and coal beds.

Based on interpretation of drilling results (lithological

description, self-potential and resistivity logs) interpreted

by isopach, isolith and structural maps, three local

environments were characterized:

- Epineritic environment - represented by pelitic and

biochemical sediments showing bioturbation.

- Paludal environment - mainly pelitic sediments, with

few sand intercalations, with high proportion of

carbonaceous material, including coal.
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- Fluviatile and fluvio-deltaic environment-sedimentation

predominantly psammitic (sandstones) with cross-

bedding and few lenses of clay.

Mineralization is syngenetic in the paludal environment

and has been remobilized, being concentrated on the fluviatile

system.

Uranium minerals are uraninite in the sandstone

calciferous matrix and associated with organo mineral

complexes in the carbonaceous siltstones and mudstones.

Molybdenum and vanadium are commonly associated, and

also pyrite.

4.3) Cretaceous

4.3.1) Tucano Basin

Tucano Basin is a fault-bounded intracratonic graben

whose initial breaching probably begins already in Precambrian.

It was tectonically reactivated during the Mesozoic resulting

in deposition of a thick sequence of sandstones, shales and

limestones, mainly of pericra.tonic deltaic and shallow

waters environments.

During Jurassic the sediments of Tucano Basin were part

of a large sedimentary system spreading over a large area of

the northeastern. In present times they are represented

by separated basins (Tucano, Recôncavo, Jatobá, Araripe and

smaller ones).

Uranium was found in medium to coarse sandstones of

Sergi Formation.

They exhibit planar and festoon cross-bedding, ripple

marks and clay-galls and were deposited by progradation of

alluvial fans in median and distal environments.

In the worked area Sergi Formation can be divided into

five distinct facies. Uranium mineralization is restricted

to a facies which consists of feldspathic sandstones, with

some siltic and argillaceous layers, bearing organic matter

and pyrite.



Uranium is associated with vanadium and carnotite

is the predominant uranium mineral, but coffinite is also

present. Interpretation of drilling results suggests that a

geochemical cell process of oxidation front was the

responsible for uranium enrichment.

The area is presently prospected by NUCLEBRÃS.

(5) Intrusive Alkaline Rocks

5.1) Poços de Caldas

Intrusive alkaline rocks in Brazil can be grouped,

according to their age, into Precambrian and Cretaceous.

Cretaceous alkaline massifs are distributed in a belt

which runs parallel to coast and also between Parana Basin

and the São Francisco Craton.

Poços de Caldas alkaline complex is located within this

belt where there are other alkaline complexes (Araxã,

Salitre, Serra Negra, Tapira).

Poços de Caldas consists of a collapsed caldera or plug

composed by different types of alkaline rocks like tinguaite

(predominant) phonolite, nepheline-syenite, foyaite,

lujáurite, and chibinite and associated extrusives like

tuffs, volcanic ash and breccias.

Remaining of fenitization of surroundings gneiss still

are'.found in south-east.

Poços de Caldas deposit has been described in several

papers (16, 32, 41) and here I only want to mention its

outstanding characteristics.

Evolution of Poços de Caldas Struc+ure

1) Intrusion of alkaline plug into Precambrian gneiss

forming a circular ring structure. Surrounding rocks were

uplifted and fractured and all structure collapsed when the

intrusion cooled and shrank.
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2) As a result of collapse new magmatic material,
mainly tinguaitic, was injected through the open spaces at
the borders of the caldera.

3) With further collapse of the plug, tinguaite ring
dykes were formed surrounding the crater.

An important event then took place; some areas were

uplifted and tabular bodies of tufficitic breccia were formed

by the movements of gases. The formation of tufficitic

breccia was followed by primary uranium mineralization.

After this stage, the area was eroded with uranium

remobilization.

Weathering deeply altered the rocks leaching uranium and

forming secondary mineralization (pitchblende) at the

oxidation-reduction front.

If we compare Poços de Caldas complex with other

alkaline intrusions in south-east Brazil, the main difference

which makes Poços a peculiar occurrence is its evolution

involving tufficitic brecciation and deep weathering.

The majority of aikaline intrusions exhibits few types

of alkaline rocks with very little tectonics and rare

hydrothermal activities (exception made to some fluorite

veins).

From several alkaline intrusions studied, Poços remains

the only one with economic uranium concentration.

Mineralization

Two types of uranium mineralization can be distinguished

in the Cercado Mine: a primary one related to tufficitic

brecciation, these breccias occur in faults and fractures

originated by intrusion of younger syenites.

These breccias were formed by degassing event upon

failure of the enclosing rocks, and residual volatiles produces

the primary mineralization.

Uranium minerals are pitchblende and coffinite. They

occur together with zircon, pyrite, sphalerite, galena and
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fluorite. The secondary mineralization is a product of

weathering. Uranium present in the tufficitic breccias and

disseminated throughout the syenitic rocks has been leached

by low pH waters and precipitated as irregular "amas" and

nodules of pitchblende and pyrite, just ahead of the redox

front (Fig.11).

In the Agostinho prospect uranium occurs as amorphous

oxides associated with zirconium-bearing minerals, pyrite,

jordsite and fluorite in highly fractured tinguaite breccias.

After intensive drilling three ore bodies were

recognized in the Cercado Mine:

A ore body - formed by tinguaite and phonolite cut by

vertical tufficitic breccias.

E ore body - formed by a zone intensely fractured in

tinguaite and phonolite, which underwent

deep weathering that produces secondary

mineralization.

B ore body - formed by accumulation of pyroclastic

material (tuffs, lavas, ashes and

volcanic breccias) in a depression on

syenite cut by intrusive dykes.

High porosity of the original material

was the main factor for primary uranium

mineralization.

It should be mentioned that most of the alkaline rocks

(nepheline-syenite, tinguaite, phonolite, foyaite, lujaurite

and chibinite) have uranium contents above normal.

Caldasite (zircon and baddeleyite) contains high

amounts of uranium (up to 3% U T O 8 ) .

Some minerals, like zircon, cyrtolite and eudyelite are

uranium-bearing minerals.

Uranium was available since the initial alkaline

intrusion, but it was the hydrothermal activity and related

tectonics, as well as the later weathering that made Poços de

Caldas an economical prospect.
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V) CONCLUDING REMARKS

The knowledge of Precambrian geology and tectonics

has been increasing in Brazil in the last decade.

The experience accumulated in uranium exploration, in

Brazil, for more than twenty years, allied with the definition

of economic deposits in the past five years has substantially

changed the picture of Brazilian uranium geology.

These considerations have an important role on the

understanding of the uranium distribution in different

geological dominions and helped to characterize Brazilian

types of uranium deposits.

Based on the present knowledge of uranium occurrences

and their related environments, we can suggest some

favourable geological environments for uranium exploration

in Brazil:

1) The Brazilian fold belts in northeastern Brazil,

near the "massifs" and exhibiting secondary release

faults, related to major regional faults.

2) Late and post-tectonic granites (and surrounding

"host rocks") of .alkaline and "wet" nature with

original high uranium content (20 tó 40 ppm).

They exhibit several granitic generations,

characterizing thermal focuses with intermitent

activity, particularly in northeastern Brazil.

3) Pre-Brazilian mobile zones in Archean basement,

especially related to Lower Proterozoic Complexes

such as Brumado, Boquira, Urandi and some other areas

in Bahia State (the so-called "granite-greenstone

sequences") which underwent polycyclic reactivation

and metasomatism.

4) Regions of major fold belts in reactivated platforms,

spatially related to Middle Proterozoic/Archean

unconformities, fault and shear zones, in northern

Goiãs State.
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5) In genera?,, the Brazilian fold belts with

granitoid magmatism and subsequent metasomatism

should be regarded as possible favourable areas,

if the original uranium content in the granites

is above normal.

6) The Paleozoic continental sandstone sequences at the

edges of large basins (Paraná, Parnaíba) or small

residual depressions immediately overlying the

Precambrian basement. These are areas restricted

to Devonian (Amorinõpolis), Permo-carboniferous

(Figueira), where syngenetic pre-concentration

had occurred and uranium was later re-concentrated.

I must remind that some of the present known uranium

deposits (for instance Itataia) were considered at the time of

their discovery, as oddities but now Itataia is one occurrence

amoung many others in northeastern Brazil.

We should not disregard the possibility of finding

new "unusual types" of uranium deposits.
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